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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A.

Background
Internship is carried out in order to fulfill one of the requirements in completing the

final assignment to complete the study at the Diploma level three (D3). Internship is a form
of integrated application between attitudes, abilities and skills acquired by students in
colloge. Implementation of Job Training in various companies and agencies will be very
useful for students to be able to draw knowledge, skills and experience. Therefore, all the
theoris learned from various courses in the college can be directly practiced in the Human
Resources Development Agency that deals with computers and management.
An internship is a monitored work experience that has intentional learning
outcomes and goals for students. It is supported by the constitution in Indonesia which is
stated in the Act of Workforce No.13 2003. Internship are regulated in Law No. 1 2003
(Labor Law) as well as several executive regulations. In the Labor Law, Internship
interpreted as part of a vocational training system that integrates training at a institute to
work directly under the guidances and supervision of an instructor or workers/laborers who
are more experinced, in the proccess of production of goods and/or services in the
enterprise, in order to master a certain skills or trade.
Internships focus on personal career development and can be a semester, summer,
or even year-long program. The important element that distinguishes an internship from a
short-term job or community service is the intentional "learning agenda" that the intern
brings to the experience. An Internship is one of the subjects in Business English Study
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Program - Diploma (D3) at Universitas Negeri Makassar. All students in Business English
are required to conduct internship in a private company, bank, or in government field.
The students are given time two months to conduct their internship. The writer
choses the Immigration Office as an internship because the writer wants to know about the
workings of the office. In addition, the writer wants to know about all activities, main tasks
and functions of the Immigration Office in Indonesia. Therefore, the writer tries to improve
his knowledge in Immigration Office related to his educational background and applies
knowledge obtained from campus, such as introducing computer programs, management
skills, English for banking, English for secretaries, English for accounting, etc.
B.

The Objectives of Internship
Based on the background which is mentioned above, the objectives of the internship

are as follows:
1.

To improve the student ability as a preparation to entering the working environment
at the office.

2.

To figure out about habitual activity that is done in working environment, learn
about honesty, friendliness, creativity, and time management.

3.

To get a work opportunity that is integrated in doing business activities especially
Computer Skill and English for Secretary according to the subject of Business
English that has been learned.

4.

The feasibility of internship is able to communicate and make decisions, knowing
the balance between theory and practice.

5.

The importance of internship: independence, confidence, and quality.
2

C.

The Significances of Internship
The significances of internship are :
1. Theoretical significance
The internship has given the insightful contribution to the subjects: Introduction
to Computer, Excel for Business, Ethics and Personality, Interpersonal Skills,
and Public Speaking.
2. Practical Significances
Internship has contributed in gaining experience about professionalism and good
attitude in the work area. Look for customs systems and internal service
procedures such as entering data on the customs office application website. Find
out the system process at Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat Pemeriksaan
Imigrasi) Makassar (inputting data). Finding out the procedures for how foreigner
service systems.
a.

To show real work processes in the work environment.

b.

Add insight and maximize work potential in the real world.

c.

To find out the service in general and the process of making a passport and
visas at the immigration office.
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CHAPTER II
GENERAL DESCRIPTION

A.

Brief History of Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI Makassar
Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat Pemeriksaan Imigrasi) Makassar was

established in 1948 where the construction was carried out by the Dutch government. After
the formation of the Immigration Institution on January 26, 1950, the Immigration
Regional Office (Kandim) was located on Jl. Seram No.2 and since 1987 changed its name
to Jl.Tentara Pelajar. Along with the development of Makassar City, in 1976 Kandim
changed its name to the Office of the Directorate General of Immigration
(Kanditjen).Entering the era of reorganization, in 1980 it changed to the Immigration
Office.
Along with the development of Makassar City, in 1976 Kandim changed its name
to the Office of the Directorate General of Immigration (Kanditjen). Entering the
reorganization era, in 1980 it changed to the Immigration Office (Kanim).
On May 19, 2005, Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI ( Tempat Pemeriksaan Imigrasi )
Makassar officially took office or moved precisely from Jl. Student Army No. 2 to Jl.
Perintis Kemerdekaan Km. 13 Daya, Makassar and on August 23, 2005 it was inaugurated
by the Minister of Law and Human Rights R.I. Mr. Hamid Awaluddin.
Immigration activities at the Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat Pemeriksaan
Imigrasi) Makassar are more focused on services such as giving R.I. Passport, granting and
extending Stay Permits for Foreigners, this can be seen from the quite high intensity of
service activities at the Makassar Immigration Office. Enforcement of immigration law at
4

the Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI ( Tempat Pemeriksaan Imigrasi) Makassar has been going
pretty well, this can be seen from the number of foreigners who are quarantined and
deported from year to year is quite significant. All that can not be separated from the
alertness of Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI Makassar officials in carrying out immigration
tasks. Human resources at the Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat Pemeriksaan Imigrasi)
Makassar continue to strive to improve the quality of performance in supporting
immigration tasks so that the system of disciplinary enforcement of employees can be
improved.
Vision and Mission
Vision and mission are the ideal view of the future to be realized within a certain
time frame to support the office as follow:
1. Vision
Communities Obtain Certainty in Immigration Services and Law Enforcement
2. Mission
-

Strengthening fair and accountable immigration law enforcement.

-

Support the creation of a stable state security.

-

Improving excellent immigration services.

-

Support the development of sustainable community welfare.
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B. Organizational Structure Of Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat
Pemeriksaan Imigrasi ) Makassar

STRUKTUR ORGANISASI
KANTOR IMIGRASI KELAS 1 TPI MAKASSAR

Kepala Kantor

Kasubag Tata
Usaha

Kaur
Keuangan

Kaur
Kepegawaian

Kasi
Intaltuskim

Kasubsi
Statuskim

Kasubsi
Intalkim

Kasi
inteldakim

Kasi
Lantaskim

Kasi TIK

Kasubsi
Wasdakim

Kasubsi
Doklan

Kasubsi TI dan
Komunikasi

Picture 1.1 The Organizational Structure Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI Makassar

Picture 1.2 Logo of Immigration Office
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C. The Activities of Organizational Structure Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI
(Tempat Pemeriksaan Imigrasi) Makassar
In every office and organization, organizational structure explains the structure
of the office, the people or employees with their duties.
1.

Kepala Kantor
Leading, supervising, and coordinating tasks at the Immigration Office in
line with statutory regulations.

2.

Sub Bagian Tata Usaha
•

Arrange work plan for Sub Division of Administration.

•

Collecting distribution, managing the flow of correspondence with a control
card system to facilitate the reception of information.

•

Collecting incoming mail archives and office documents.

•

Organize and manage administrative maintenance of official vehicles.

•

Compile the maintenance of office equipment, office buildings, official
houses and maintain the use of telephone, electricity, water and room
cleanliness.

•

Checking bills for maintenance of offices, office buildings, official houses
and electricity and telephone dependents.

•

Collecting proposals for the elimination of office equipment and official
vehicles.

•

Compiling the making of salary lists and employee reports.

•

Calculating and organizing official travel arrangements.

•

Gather security implementation in office environment.
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•

Analyze staffing data and employee formation proposals as material for
proposing education and training for pre-service and service examinations at
level I and level II.

•

Arranging proposals for awarding awards and Employee Cards for CPNS
who have been appointed as civil servants, requests for health testing and
DUK preparation.

•

Make proposals for promotion promoted appointments in structural
positions, employee transfers, layoffs and pensions.

3.

Kasi TIK
•

Develop a work program plan for the Tikim section.

•

Sign a foreigner surveillance book.

•

Sign Exit Permit Only.

•

Sign the address mutation.

•

Sign outgoing mail.

•

Carry out file digitization.

•

Carry out publications and visualizations.

•

Data update.

•

Make monthly reports and statistics on the activities of Indonesian citizens
and foreigners.

•

Structuring of Indonesian and foreign citizens' archives.

4. Kasi Lantaskim
•

Carrying out immigration activities in the field of immigration traffic.

•

Check the completeness of SPRI application files.
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•

Check the completeness of the Permit Exit Re-Entry files and counters.

•

Affix initials after completing the passport application file and the Permit.
Re-Entry exit file.

•

Supervise staff, counters, data entry, photos, interviews, passport printing,
passport collection and Permit Re-Entry collection.

•

Coordinate with the Lantaskim staff (briefing).

•

Provides consideration of decisions in the case of granting permission to
leave or refused for those who are automatically directed by the system or
who are directed by the immigration inspection officer.

•

Provides consideration of decisions in the case of granting entry permits or
being refused entry into Indonesian territory for those automatically directed
by the system or those directed by immigration inspection officers.

•

Checking the results of monthly reports and passenger statistics.

•

Sign the Visa On Arrival usage report.

•

Coordinate with the direct supervisor and evaluation and report on the work
implementation in the sub-section.

•

Sign and provide an assessment of the performance of traffic immigration
section officers.

5. Kasi Inteldakim
•

Develop a work plan for the WASDAKIM section.

•

Signing the immigration permit application file has been checked.

•

Check and sign the minutes of opinion.

•

Coordinate with related agencies.
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•

Supervise the implementation of deportation of foreigners.

•

Coordinating the implementation of the WNA detection.

•

Receive and research information about strangers for follow up.

•

Coordinating the implementation of duties and supervision of foreigners.

•

Undertake an assessment of the implementation of employee work.

6. Kasi Intaltuskim
•

Make an annual work plan in the Statuskim section.

•

Sign an extended stay permit for a visit to the passport.

•

Provide initial extension of ITAS.

•

Give initials on the ITAP extension request letter.

•

Give initials on the application letter for the conversion of ITK to ITAS.

•

Give initials on ITAS TO ITAP application letter.

•

Propose an extension of ITAS and ITAP to the Regional Office.

•

Propose conversion of ITK to ITAS to Regional Offices.

•

Signed a letter of suspension of ITAS extension.

•

Sign a letter of suspension of transfer of ITK status to ITAS.

•

Sign a letter of suspension of transfer of ITAS status to ITAP.

•

Give initials on SKIM application documents.
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D. Position and Personnel
1. Kepala Kantor

: Pallawarukka, S.H., M.H

2. Kasubagb TU

: Masniati, S.H., M.H

- Kepala Urusan Kepegawaian

: Sitti Heryaman S.Sos.

- Kepala Urusan Keuangan

: Rostati, S.Sos., M.H.

- Kepala Urusan Umum

: Arman, S.S

3. Kasi Statuskim

: K.H. Halim S.Sos.

- Kasubsi Statuskim

: A. Rezka Putra A. A,Md.Im. S.H.

- Kasubsi Pentuskim

: Yoga Aditya Utama A.Md. Im. S.H

4. Kasi TIK

: Rida Agustian, S.E.

- Kasubsi TI

: Mahdi Basri

- Kasubsi Komunikasi

: Cherly Widianta A,md. Im. S.H.M.Si.

5. Kasi Lantaskim

: Andi Mario S.H.M.H.

- Kasubsi Pemeriksa

: Lintas Batas

- Kasubsi Doklan

: Yusuf S.E.

6. Kasi Inteldakim

:

: Syuaib Lamidi

- Kasubsi Waskim

: Rotuahman Saragih S.H.

- Kasubsi Dakim

: Muliati, S.H.

E. Job Description
During Internship at Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat Pemeriksaan Imigrasi)
Makassar the writer did some works, such as :
1. Statuskim ( Status tinggal izin tinggal dan kunjungan Keimigrasian).
a. Serving applicants for foreigners in accordance with applicable procedures.
b. Checking the completeness of the foreign applicant’s file.
c.

Fill out the form and input the applicant’s data that is complete in accordance
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with the immigration reqruiments.
d. Checking the status of payment of foreign applicants.
e.

Scan the applicant’s file that has been authenticated by the Head office.

2. Intalkim (Izin tinggal Status Keimigrasian ITAS dan ITAP ).
a. Check your Passport and determine the type of Visa in Advance.
b. Distinguish between ITAS ( Izin tinggal Terbatas) and ITAP ( Izin tinggal
Tetap).
c. Check files and check payment status.
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CHAPTER III
SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION

A. Place of Internship
The internship was carried out at the office of Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI
(Tempat Pemeriksaan Imigrasi) Makassar, which is located on, Jl. Perintis
Kemerdekaan

Km 13, Kapasa, Kec Tamalanrea, Kota Makassar, Sulawesi

Selatan 90245 .The distance between Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat
Pemeriksaan Imigrasi) Makassar and UNM Parang Tambung about fifteen km.
You will get through Alauddin street, A.P Pettarani street, Perintis Kemerdekaan
street to find the office of Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat Pemeriksaan
Imigrasi) Makassar. The writer was placed at room which is located at the
Intaltuskim the second floor.

Figure 2.1 Located at Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI Makassar
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B. Time of Internship
The writer conducted the internship at Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat
Pemeriksaan Imigrasi) Makassar for two months, started from 10 July 2019 until
10 August 2019. During the internship, the writer was placed at Intaltuskim. The
working days at Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI Makassar office are five days
effective in a week from Monday to Friday and the working hours starts from
7.30 am to 04.30 pm every day, but at 12.00 am to 01.00 pm is the time to break,
pray and lunch.
C. Intership Procedure
This internship requires several steps, such as:
To collect the data, the intern needs the preparation of this internship report, the
methods are:
1. Before Internship

The intern prepare well before internship, several preparations are follows:
a. Searching information and learn about office that will become internships.
b. Review the course materials related to the office.
c. Making a list of questions to Employees of the office.
d. Completing the requirements for internship, including collect the application
documents for internship.
2. During Internship

During the internship at Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat Pemeriksaan
Imigrasi) Makassar is finding information from my friends.
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This internship requires several steps, such as:
1. Observation
Before the writer determined the internship place, firstly, she did observation
about the eligibility of the office it is essential to know the daily activity at the
office as recognizing and continuously until an internship finished, the writer
wanted to know more about Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat Pemeriksaan
Imigrasi) Makassar.
To collect data by observation, the writer observed the employee’s skills,
position and operational system in the institute. And then noted what was obtained
from observation.
2. Interview
During the apprenticeship activities, the author conducted an interview with one of
the office employees on behalf of Sitty Heryaman S.Sos. as “Kepala Kepegawaian”,
which were able to provide accurate information such as the activities of the Kantor
Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat Pemeriksaan Imigrasi) Makassar. This interview is
perfect for finding data that we don't understand through observation, but needs
direct involvement in communication with people who know about the information.
3. Documents
The internship also read some archives, file, and document and searching on
the internet about Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI (Tempat Pemeriksaan Imigrasi )
Makassar and collected information which probably related to the activities and
other related literatures.
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CHAPTER IV
OUTCOMES AND BENEFIT

A.

Outcomes
When the writer conducted her internship at Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI Makassar,
she conducted many activities. The writer was placed in the Intalstuskim and Lantaskim
section. During for more or less two months of her internship, the writer could get
experience and additional knowledge, about operational system of Kantor Imigrasi
Kelas 1 TPI Makassar. By doing an internship, the writer gets several results such as:
1. English and Communication Skills
Helping employees to greet and serve foreign applicants who have just come up
with sentences ;
1) ” Good morning, Can I help you?”
2) “ Where are you from ?”
3) “ You wanna extend your visa ? “
4) “ Ok, Can I see you passport please ?”
5) “ Please fill this form” (See Appendinces III Picture 3.1)
6) “ Please make payment at the nearest post office or at the bank, then you can
comeback the day after tomorrow.”
2. Management Skill
Helping employees deliver the conditions foreign applicants must meet to get a
Visa.
1) Determine the type of visa :
- ITAP ( Izin Tinggal Tetap )
16

- ITAS ( Izin Tinggal Terbatas )
2) Do file checking, inluding the applicant must meet certain reqruiments such
as :
- Passport
- KTP
- Surat Penjamin
- Surat Jaminan
3. Computer and Application Skills.
Help employees input data from the completeness of the foreign applicants file
in accordance with the applicable reqruiments in immigration. As for inputting
data, the system used is :
- Sistem online.
- SIMKIM ( Sistem Informasi Manajemen Keimigrasian). (See Appendinces III
Picture 3.2)
4. Interpersonal Skill
1) Building discipline, adding and improving skills.
2) Solving an operational problem.
3) Managing logistics system.
4) Managing data processing.
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B. Benefits
The benefits obtained from the internship are as follows:
1.

The writer may fullfil the requirement in finishing the Diploma III English
Language (Business English).

2.

The writer got direct experience of working world, as a preparation to entering the
working environment at the office.

3.

The writer gets similarities and differences between theory and reality.

4.

The writer gets an input to increase about habitual activity that is done in working
environment or corporation, learn about honesty, friendliness, creativity, and time
management.

5.

The writer can improve and practice the material from the college with the
internship procedure such as:
a) By computer skill, the writer can work better with Microsoft Word, work in
Management.
b) By English for Secretary, the writer can speak to people confidently,
manage data efficiently, and have a skill in administering immigration.

6.

The writer had an opportunity to learn how to communicate effectively with older
people in office area.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

The writer finally comes to general conclusions referring to the previous chapters
that have been reported as follows:
A.

Conclusion
During the Internship at Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI Makassar for two months,

start from 10th July 2019 to 10th August 2019, the writer learn and understand the work of
the office that can improve and apply her English skills, management skills, computer
skills, communication skills and many others. The writer was placed at office service and
doing things like inputting the data from applicants file, data scan, file checking, making
official letter of guarantee, and numbering the outgoing letter.
The writer also felt that she was like the employees of Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI
Makassar because the writer was given important data, allowed to use one of their
application systems, using the facilities of the office to complete her work and to serve all
social levels. Besides that, the writer knows how immigration system working.
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B.

Suggestion
At the end of this report, the writer puts forward the following suggestions :
1.

For students
For students that should do an intership at Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI
Makassar, need to be more active to ask some questions such as “ What is our
activity today?” “What should we do next day?” It is because the employees are
too busy with their job and could not observe the student all the time.

2.

For Business English Study Program
- In order for students to easily receive in the office, Business English Study
Program, must establish good relations with office or any office where students
might be sent.
- Business English Study Program should provide all the students with basic
knowledge about internship program before they are placed.
- During the internship people who have responsibility with students should
directly visit and check the office and ask about student activities.

3.

For Kantor Imigrasi Kelas 1 TPI Makassar
The division has to do rolling for all internship to get them more experience and
knowledge in different places.
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Picture 4.4 ( Computer and SIMKIM)
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DOCUMENTATION
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Picture 5.1 ( Taking photos of foreigner)
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Picture 5.2 (service of foreigner)

Picture 5.3 ( The writer took a picture with an immigration office employee named Novri Ardi
Wiranata Nur S.IP. )
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